African Development Bank (AfDB) Approved Organizational Structure

As of May 2022
Vice Presidency, Private Sector, Infrastructure and Industrialization (PIVP)
S. QUAYNOR

NSO & Private Sector Support (PINS)
S. O. BALOGUN, ag.

Financial Sector Development (PIFD)
S. L. NALLE TAMBY

Infrastructure, & Urban Development (PICU)
M. M. B. SALAWOU, ag.

Industrial and Trade Development (PITD)
A. S. MUKHTAR

Private Sector Development (PISD)
TBC

Strategy & Transaction Support (PINS.1)
H. M. M. ELWASSIMY

Corporate & Strategic Portfolio Management (PINS.2)
S. O. BALOGUN

Financial Inclusion & Intermediation (PIFD.1)
R. P. J. ZEGERS, ag.

Capital Markets Development (PIFD.2)
A. R. ATTOUT

Trade Finance (PIFD.3)
L. M. DRAMMÉH

Transport & Logistics (PICU.1)
M. T. WADDA

Industrial Development, Trade & Investment Climate (PITD.1)
D. ZANGAR EP. LABIDI

Information & Communication Technologies (PITD.2)
N. T. WILLIAMS

Industry & Services NSO (PITD.3)
A. HAJJARA

SME Business Development (PISD.1)
TBC

Capital Markets Development (PIFD.2)
A. R. ATTOUT

Infrastructure Partnerships (PICU.3)
M. M. B. SALAWOU

Transport NKO (PICU.4)
M. YAMAGUCHI

Regional Infrastructure Sector Division East & South Regions (PICU.7)
H. Y. IMAN

Regional Infrastructure Sector Division North & Central Regions (PICU.6)
J. K. N’GUÉSSAN

Regional Infrastructure Sector Division Nigeria & West Regions (PICU.5)
J. N. ILBOUDO
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African Development Bank
Vice Presidency, Finance (FIVP)
H. N’SÉLE

Financial Management (FIFM)
J. DJOFACK

- Asset & Liability Management (FIFM.1)
  R. J. M. M. CARVALHEIRA

- Treasury (FITR)
  O. SEFIANI, ag.

  - Capital Markets & Subscriptions (FITR.1)
    K. P. WERNER

  - Treasury Operations (FITR.2)
    C. M. KAMGA

  - Investments (FITR.3)
    O. SEFIANI

- Resource Mobilization and Partnerships (FIRM)
  D. J-M. VENCATACHELLUM

- Syndications and Client Solutions (FIST)
  M. NDIAYE, oic.

- Financial Control (FIFC)
  O. I. HOLLIST

  - Financial Reporting (FIFC.1)
    H. BEN OTHMAN

  - Administrative Expenses (FIFC.2)
    A. BOUBABENE KALLEL

  - Loan Disbursement (FIFC.3)
    A. M. KANE

  - Loan Accounting (FIFC.4)
    A. AYODABO

- Resource Mobilization (FIRM.1)
  C. V. DABADY

- Sovereign (FIRM.2)
  C. V. DABADY, oic.

- Non-Sovereign & International Institutions (FIRM.3)
  C. V. DABADY, oic.

- Co-Financing & Syndication (FIST.1)
  M. NDIAYE

- Financial Technical Services (FIST.2)
  N. E. SPIO-GARBRAH, ag.
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